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ABSTRACT
Mansoori, G.A., 1980. Molecular basis of activity coefficient
ensemble approach). Fluid Phase Equilibria, 4: 61-69.

(Isobaric-isothermal

Through the application of isobaric-isothermal (NPT) ensemble theory, molecular relations for thermodynamic properties of mixtures are derived with pressure and temperature as the independent variables. Use of the NPT-ensemble approach has made it possible
to derive exact molecular thermodynamic relations for activity coefficients of mixtures in
the form of the Redlich-Kister
power series. It has also become possible to examine the
fundamental implications of some of the approximation correlations for the activity
coefficient.

INTRODUCTION

In fluid phase equilibria the chemical potential pt of a component in liquid
solution is defined with respect to the activity coefficient yi of that component through (Prausnitz, 1969; Prigogine and Defay, 1954)
pi(P, T, Xi’s) E /.$ + RT ln[xiyi(P, T,Xi's)]

(1)

In this equation &’ is commonly called the standard state chemical potential
of i which may be chosen equal to the chemical potential of i in the pure
state at the temperature and pressure of the solution
/JOz gi(Fv T)

(2)

where gi is the molar Gibbs free energy of pure component i.
It has been the general practice to use the canonical or the grand canonical
theories of statistical thermodynamics to express the chemical potential and
activity coefficient with respect to the molecular properties of matter (Prigogine and Defay, 1954; Hill, 1956; Wojtowicz et al., 1967). However, the
major problem in application of canonical and grand canonical theories is
that the resulting thermodynamic functions are dependent on volume and
temperature rather than pressure and temperature which are preferable in
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fluid phase equilibria calculations. To derive molecular thermodynamic relations for activity coefficients or chemical potentials which are dependent on
P and T, one should use the isobaric-isothermal ensemble theory of statistical
thermodynamics.
In the discussion presented here, the use of the isobaric-isothermal partition function allows the derivation of a molecular thermodynamic relation
for the activity coefficient. The resulting relation has made possible the
molecular interpretation of a number of correlations for the activity coefficient.
ISOBARIC-ISOTHERMAL

(NPT)

ENSEMBLE

THEORY

According to statistical thermodynamics, for an assembly of N particles of
different kinds at a temperature T and pressure P in equilibrium at the classical limit the partition function A is (Hill, 1956)

AW, P, T) = ifi

(N,,
isNi)f d(s)epPV’NkT
I.
i

& .._N ... p?‘jkT

dr, . . . cl’;;

0

In this equation 0 is the total intermolecular potential energy function of the
assembly of particles, Ai = h/[ (27m~kT)~‘~ 1, V* is a reference volume, Ni is
the number of particles of species i and c is the total number of species (or
components) of the system. The total Gibbs free energy of the assembly can
then be defined with respect to A by
G(P, T) = -kT

In A(N, P, T)

(4)

with the use of eqns. (3) and (4) other thermodynamic properties, such as
volume, enthalpy and internal energy, can be expressed with respect to
pressure, temperature and intermolecular interactions as
V(P, T) = (aG/aP),:,
H(P, T) = -T2

(v),

AU = U(P, T) -

iJig

ln A/aP)T,N = (V>

= -kT(a

N = kT2 (+)p

(5)

N = Hig(T)

+ P(V)

= <qb)

+ (@,

(6)

(7)

In the above relations, the angled brackets stand for the expectation value of
the function inside the bracket over the NPT-ensemble, i.e.
<E) = (l/A,)

r

eCPV/Nk’l’dV I... N . . . ~e~~@‘“‘&Ir,

0

V

. . . dr,

(3)

V

where AC stands for the configurational partition function
A, = .I
0

eCPV’NkTdV s...
V

N . . . ieYmtkT drl . . . drN
V

(9)
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Similarly, the following molecular thermodynamic relations can be derived
for isothermal compressibility K, isobaric compressibility fl and heat capacity
at constant pressure CP
K =

(l/v)(av/aP)T

=

(l/VRT)[(U’)

p=

(l/v)(tJv/aT)p

=

(P/T)K

+

bJ)*]

(10)

(1/VRT)[b#d

AC, = C, - CF = RZ(ZTP -PK)

-(U)(@]

+ (l/Rp)((@*)

(11)

- (@*)

(12)

where Z = PV/NkT, R = N,k and NA is Avogadro’s number.
When the total number of particles in the system equals Avogadro’s number NA, the molar Gibbs free energy g can be defined with respect to A in
the following form
g(P, T, xi’s) = -kT

In A(N,, P, T);

N,=f;

i= 1

Ni

(13)

Having the molar Gibbs free energy of the solution, the chemical potential of
any component i can be derived through
lzi=g+(l

-xi)(agla3Ci)P,T,wj/xh

;

i#j#k

(14)

In the present discussion we will only consider binary solutions. As a result,
for the chemical potential of component one, we will have
CL~(P,T,~1) =g +xa(agPxl)~,~

= --kTIln A -xz(a

ln

WXI)P,T~

(15)

From the definition of activity coefficient given by eqn. (l), and using eqn.
(15) the following relation for activity coefficient of component one can be
derived
lnr,(P,

(16)

T,3~~)=-(1/N~){ln(A,/A,,)+x,(alnA,laxl)~,~}

where AC1 is the molar configurational integral of pure component one

&I@‘, T, NA) =

7

e-P

V/NkT

d v

_f...

"

0

NA . . . ~-@lJkT

dri ,.. drNA

(17)

"

and I$~is the total potential energy function of pure component one.
Using a Taylor series expansion we can write
In A, =lnA,.

+x2
P.T,xz=O

Similarly,

(q$),,, =(Y),

T “* o + ifi
.1

-

z!& F%f9,
T

*

x2=o

9

(19)

By replacing eqns. (18) and (19) in eqn. (16) the following power series for
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activity coefficient results

(20)
Equation (20) is equivalent to the Redlich-Kister
coefficient
In y1 = ui’)Xt

correlation for the activity

+ &)x2” + . . .

(21)

with

,wL_
”

~

a”‘l

n

In AC

a3c;+l

NA (n + l)!

Using the Gibbs-Duhem
rldlny,

(22)
P,T.xS=O

equation for activity coefficients

+x2dln+y2=0

(23)

it can be shown that
(24)
P,T,x2=0

In order to calculate the coefficients ai’) presented in eqn. (22) the configurational integral AC for the liquid solution must be known. Wing the conformal
solution theory of mixtures, analytical relations for the first few terms in the
expansion of eqn. (20) can be derived with respect to the thermodynamic
properties of component one.
According to the conformal solution theory, when the total potential
energy function of the mixture is assumed to be pairwise-additive it becomes

where F and 0 are called the conformal solution (or pseudo-potential) parameters of the mixture such that
T=
(3

T(eij, Uij,Xf'S)

= D((eij, Ujj, XI'S)

Using eqns. (24) and (25), A0 can be written as
AC(P, T, NA) = NAZF3NA+3A; (l-l, 8, NA)

(26)

where
Az(II, 8, NA) = y
0

dXe_nX

.I___ NA . . . se-“*
X

X

dX1 _.. ~XN~

(27)
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with X 5 V/N* b, II z P@/kT, l? = F/kT and dXi = dri/G’e
Substituting eqn. (26) into eqn. (20) produces
In 71 = c-

96

[(*)x2=0

)

+$-(3)

n=2

(28)

P,T.x2=0

From eqns. (27) and (28) it can be shown that the first two terms of expansion (21) will be

x {([n’(x-cx~)+e’(J,-(~/,]2)-(rI”(X)+e~(~))]

(29)

and

c”“-gfl,;, - &-A {([rI’(X-

a(21)=;

+ 3[n’n”c(x
- (,‘e”

(X)) + f?‘($ -

($))13)

- (X))2) + IY’f?“<(~- ($))2)

+ n~‘)(txti)

+ ew~j

- (x) (r1/))- (n”‘(x)

(30)

where
(31)
Using eqns. (5)-( 12) coefficient a?’ can be expressed with respect to thermodynamic functions as the following
+RT2 (KZ I&)

-2432

T-(I$)($)

;+

(!&-2(&)(3

$1

$1 +AC,,($)2]x2=o

(32)
A similar, but lengthier, relation can be derived for ac).
There exist a number of conformal solution mixing rules for B and S; but
the ones due to van der Waals have a sound theoretical basis with a proven
accuracy (Leland et al., 1968). According to van der Waals
c

Tj= {

72 xixjcJ;]
i.j=l

1’3

(33)

and
T=

i

$I

XiXjEijG$/i~l

XiXjU$

(34)

-

Using the van der WaaIs conformal solution mixing rules, eqn. (28) for activity coefficients can be written in the following form
lny,

= Cn=2

q

x”a

I-

[1-

(%)3]”

+&

(a”;yyjp,T,*2_0

(35)

and the first term of this expansion, u:‘) will be
(1) = 2
I

a1

(1-r)2(PZ1K1-l)+Ef(1*r)2

[

+2E,(1-r2)Z1(/31T-P~I)-2r(E1r+E2)~

9

+ 2, (P’G -

Au1

2/3, T)

1
(36)

with
r=

(022

/oll

j3,

El = 1 -

e12 /ell

and

E2 = (essers)/ei1.

In order to calculate coefficients a,(l) from statistical thermodynamics one
has to solve the configurational integral A, as given by eqns. (9) or (26). The
rigorous solution of the configurational integral requires application of
Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics computer techniques. There exist also
a number of approximation techniques through which the configurational
integral can be calculated. In any circumstance, it is necessary to truncate the
activity coefficient power series as given in different forms by eqns. (20), (28)
or (34). In the following sections the molecular implications of some of the
correlations of activity coefficients and their relationships with truncated
activity coefficient power series is discussed.
MARGULES

TWO-SUFFIX

CORRELATION

This correlation is equivalent to the case when the power series for the
activity coefficient is truncated after the first term. According to eqn. (35) in
this case

(37)
Since In y2 will also have a form similar to eqn. (37) the Gibbs-Duhem
sistency relation, eqn. (23) will require that

con-
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For eqn. (38) to hold at all conditions of pressure and temperature we should
have

*
(a2;::
1

011

=a22

(39)

c

PsT,x2=0

(40)

= r2ay~)pTxl;o~o
I I

and

(““a”m~)pT,2~o
=(y)pTxl=o
=O fern>3
3

I

>

(41)

I

The first condition, eqn. (39), implies that the Margules two-suffix correlation is good for mixtures of components with equal molecular sizes. For
eqns. (40) and (41) to hold it is necessary to have
In A: a xz

(42)

One special case for which the configurational integral of the mixture satisfies eqn. (42) is when the lattice theory of liquids with uniform potential
inside each cell can be assumed for the mixture. According to the LennardJones and Devonshire lattice theory of liquids (Lennard-Jones and Devonshire, 193’7), AZ can be written as
AZ = exp(-NA

F/kT)

_f
0

e-nxv;NA

dX

where vi is the cell free volume
0.30544
u; =

2%/2 n(X) 1

r1j2 exp[-[y(r)

-y(O)]/kT)

dr

0

For cells with uniform potential fields and molecules of equal sizes
v; = 2.6867X
and
A,* = (2.6867)NA exp(-NAF/kT)

$!&

Consequently for a binary mixture
In Ai =-NA(zc:B~~

+ ~zeas + 23clxzel2)/kT
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+ ln[(2.6867)NA(iVA

!/l”lNA+l )]

(43)

which is equivalent to eqn. (42). From eqn. (43) it can be shown that
(a2 ln A:/~x~,)P,T

= --2NA(eil

+ fas -

2e,,)/kT

and the relations for activity coefficients will be
In 71 = [(EII

+ e22 -

2E12)lkTlx&

t In 72 = [(EII

+ E22 -

2~12)l~~ld

(44)

The discussion presented above indicates that the Margules two-suffix
correlation for the activity coefficient is valid for mixtures of molecules with
equal molecular sizes and at the ranges for which eqn. (42) holds. It is clear
that in the limit, when intermolecular energy differences vanish, the Margules
two-suffix correlation can be expected to approximate very well the actual
properties of solutions.
It should be pointed out that the Margules three-suffix correlation in principle is equivalent to the Redlich-Kister power series, eqn. (21), when it is
truncated after the second term and will not be discussed here any further.
VAN

LAAR

CORRELATION

In calculating the activity coefficient from eqns. (20), (28) or (35) it is
generally possible to calculate coefficients of the first two terms of the
expansion with the use of the molecular properties of pure components or
through the principle of statistical thermodynamics. The resulting truncated
power series
In y1 = u$l)x$ + a(,l)x$ + 0(x4,)
( In y2 = uI”‘x~ + up)xi

(21)

+ 0(x$)

can then be used for calculation of activity coefficients. However, according
to the Pad6 approximation theory (Wall, 1948) when the first two terms of
a power series are known, a better approximation to the power series than
eqns. (21) will be
In y1 = CZ:~)X~
/[l
(In r2 = ~:~‘xf/[l

-

(a!jl)/ma:l))

~~3~ ,

-

(a’,2’/may))

x1 I”,

m>l

(45)

with the value of exponent m being at our disposal. This exponent should be
chosen such that the Gibbs-Duhem equation as given by eqn. (23) is satisfied. The Gibbs-Duhem condition will result with m = 2 and consequently
ln +yl = .$lLX; /[I - a’,l’/2u;l’x2

32

]2
LIn cy2 = a$“‘~: / [ 1 - CZ(~~)/~CZ$~)X~
with

(46)
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(2) = -uy’/(ap’pa’,l)
cl
(2) = -+‘/(
a32ay

i a2

- 1)s
-1)4

(47)

Equations (46) are equivalent to the van Laar correlation for the activity
coefficient. In the original derivation of the van Laar correlation the regular
solution approximation ( VE = SE = 0) together with the van der Waals equation of state for mixtures was used (Prausnitz, 1969). In the derivation presented here, it is shown that the van Laar correlation is actually a Padk
approximation to the exact power series of the activity coefficient when only
two terms of the series are retained.
CONCLUSION

In the discussion presented in this paper, it is demonstrated that isobaricisothermal (NPT) ensemble theory is a powerful tool for predicting thermodynamic properties applicable to fluid-phase equilibria calculations. Through
the NPT-ensemble, one is able to develop molecular thermodynamic relations
for chemical potential and activity coefficient with pressure and temperature
as independent variables, as required in fluid-phase equilibria calculations.
The molecular thermodynamic relations developed for the activity coefficient, eqns. (20), (28) and (35), allow us to evaluate different correlations of
the activity coefficient from a statistical thermodynamics point of view. This
would also allow a better understanding of the molecular nature of activity
coefficients and possibly allow development of more accurate relations for
activity coefficients than the existing correlations.
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